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INTRODUCTION

Speech Synthesis is the process of converting input 
data into spoken language. The goal of a Text to 

Speech synthesis system is to convert any computer 
readable text into a human sounding synthetic 
speech. A text-to-speech system is composed of two 
parts: a front-end and a back-end. The front-end has 
two major tasks. First, it converts raw text contain-
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ing symbols like numbers and abbreviations into 
the equivalent written-out words. This process 
is called text normalization, pre-processing, or 
tokenization. The front-end then assigns phonetic 
transcriptions to each word, and divides and marks 
the text into prosodic units, like phrases, clauses, 
and sentences. The process of assigning phonetic 
transcriptions to words is called text-to-phoneme 
or grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Phonetic 
transcriptions and prosody information together 
make up the symbolic linguistic representation into 
an audible sound. The back-end often referred to 
as the synthesizer—then converts the symbolic 
linguistic representation into an audible sound. 
Diagrammatically a typical TTS system can be 
represented as in Figure 1.

There are several approaches which may 
be used for the development of TTS. They are 
concatenate Synthesis, Formant synthesis and 
Pre-recorded Synthesis systems. In Concatenate 
synthesis, the text is phonetically represented by 
the combination of its syllables. These syllables 
are concatenated at run time and they produce 
phonetic representation of text. Here, the vo-
cabulary is unlimited and voice quality is good, 
but cannot produce multiple featured voices and 
also needs large storage space. Formant synthesis 
is based on manipulating formants. Formants 
are the distinguishable frequency components 
of human speech. Here the voice is generated 
by simulation of the behavior of human vocal 
cord, vocabulary is unlimited, storage space is 

low and can produce multiple featured voices 
but the voice is robotic, which is not appreciable 
by the users. In pre-recorded, a database of pre 
recorded words is maintained. The voice quality 
obtained here is good but the vocabulary is limited 
and demands large storage. The Concatenative 
synthesis may follow several methodologies 
(Epoch Synchronous Non-Overlapping Add (ES-
NOLA) Approach Concatenative Text to Speech 
Synthesis - A Technical Report, 2005). They are 
Time Domain Pitch Synchronous OverLap Add 
(TDPSOLA), Pitch Synchronous Overlap Add 
(PSOLA), Multi-Band Re-synthesis OverLap 
Add (MBROLA), and Epoch Synchronous Non 
Overlapping Add (ESNOLA).

The remaining chapter is arranged as follows: 
Section 2 presents a brief background on available 
TTS systems for various languages. The method 
follows, complexities involved in Bengali TTS 
system, steps and algorithm adopted are available 
in Section 3. The procedure for recording the 
speech and interface developed are also discussed 
here. Prosodic analysis is discussed in section 4. 
Conclusion and future works are suggested in 
Section 5.

BACKGROUND

In the recent years, several works has been carried 
out in the field of Text to Speech synthesis. The 
history of speech synthesis dates back to 1939, 

Figure 1. Block diagram of text-to-speech synthesis
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